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Context

Motor speech impairments (Mei 2014)

Language impairment (Mei 2016)

Unable to talk (Novak 2012, Mei 2016)
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GMFCS Illustrations 6-12: © Bill Reid, Kate Willoughby, Adrienne Harvey and Kerr Graham, The Royal Children’s Hospital Melbourne
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CFCS and GMFCS
• GMFCS IV-V had higher rates of language
impairment (OR=8.5) (Mei 2016)
• CFCS and GMFCS moderately related (r=0.47,
p<0.001) (Hidecker 2012)
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Communication
Speech sounds (pronouncing)
Expression (talking)
Enabling effective
expressive communication
involves developing
foundational skills

Comprehension (understanding)
Play
Attention and listening
Preverbal early interaction

Speech and Language
1

4:
Speech
Dysarthria

/ka/
/kar/

2:
Language
Aphasia

3:
Motor planning
Apraxia
Dyspraxia

Disordered Speech & Language
1

4.
Speech
Dysarthria

/d^k/

2.
Language
Aphasia

3.
Motor planning
Apraxia

/^tak/

Language
Semantics
Syntax &
Morphology
Pragmatics

• Meaning
• Sentence structure
• Word structure
• Functions of communication
• Social communication

Using the ICF (WHO) for assessment,
goals and management
Dysarthria

Reduced strength
of tongue
Reduced ROM of
lip rounding

Reduced speech
intelligibility
Reduced speed of
exchange

Participating in
show and tell at
school
Making friends

Using the ICF (WHO) for assessment,
goals and management
Cognitive impairment

No cause & effect
No turn taking
No eye contact

Unable to request
‘more’
Unable to stop a
game

Difficulty engaging
with mother in
play

Assessment of Preverbal Communicators:
Triple C (Communication Competency Checklist)

Unintentional Active (UA) communicators
Intentional informal (II) communicators

Symbolic Basic (SB) communicators
Symbolic Established (SE) communicators
Create function within individual’s level
See: InterAACtion manual and Triple C Assessment (Bloomberg et al)

Progress function to next level

Unintentional Passive (UP) communicators

Unintentional (passive) communicators
• Interactions are based on the communication
partner’s awareness of the person’s needs and
observations of the person’s behaviour.
o Person may not understand content of spoken language,
but enjoys the company of others.
o May be learning to show anticipation of an event/ action
o May respond by looking at person
o May respond to familiar people
o Cannot follow verbal instructions
o Is not communicating with intention.

UP

Unintentional (active) communicators
• While this group is still not intentional with their
communication, they are more active than level 1.
o More likely to reach out for things that attract their
attention.
o May use a range of actions on objects, like banging,
shaking, squeezing
o Aware of familiar routines
o Reaches for or looks at object to show preference
o Shows awareness of different tones of voice
o Searches for sounds

UA

Intentional informal communicators
• This person knows that other people can be useful,
and that for communication to occur they need
attention of a communication partner.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Understands some simple speech
May respond to their name
Follows simple directions
May use informal gestures like pointing
May use objects to gain attention
Can choose between 2-4 objects
Does not recognise images

II

Symbolic (basic) communicators
• A person is able to communicate symbolically when
they understand that a word, picture or sign can be
used to communicate about a real object or event.
o Can understand simple sentences
o Can follow single step instructions (out of context)
o Uses a range of gestures, single words or vocalisations to
communicate with others
o Recognises some pictures/ photos
o Can use people to get needs met

SB

Symbolic (advanced) communicators
• Communicating at an established symbolic level.
Able to recognise a range of pictures, photos, line
drawings and is more likely to use these to initiate
interactions with familiar people.
o
o
o
o
o
o

Vocabulary of 50 signs/ words
2 word combinations
Reliable yes/ no
Persists in looking for missing objects
SA
Begins to successfully problem solve
Understands multi-step instructions/ simple conversation

Management strategies

Unintentional (active) communicators
Intentional informal communicators
Symbolic (basic) communicators
Symbolic (established) communicators
Create function within individual’s level
See: InterAACtion manual and Triple C Assessment (Bloomberg et al)

Progress function to next level

Unintentional (passive) communicators

Building blocks for communication
A language
rich
environment

A way to
communicate

A reason to
communicate

Someone to
communicate
with

Not the only
piece

Someone to communicate with
• The augmented speaker is often passive, rarely initiating
• The augmented speaker typically has limited peer to peer communication
interaction.
• <14% of 6000 observations in a special education classroom provided
communication opportunities (Sigafoos 1994)
• Communication partner training: see https://cerebralpalsy.org.au/ourresearch/about-cerebral-palsy/interventions-and-therapies/communicationpartner-training/

1
2
3
5

4

1st circle:
2nd circle:
3rd circle:
4th circle:
5th circle:

life partner, close family
good friends
acquaintances
people who are paid to interact with speaker
unfamiliar communication partners

Language Learning Environment: Object
symbols & Consistent Communication
•

Pre-intentional communicators:
•
•
•
•

Recognise objects and associate their
function
Assist in understanding routines (use
with ROUTINES) and learning to
predict what comes next
Linking spoken word with object and
activity
Show, say, do (“It’s a spoon, time for
eating) consistently

UP

• Intentional informal communicators:
o Understand routines
o Offer choices
o May be a real object, partial or
associated object, miniature object or
an abstract object.

II

UA

Consider co-morbidities, especially vision

Language Rich Environment: Routines
with SPARK
“The repetitive, predictable nature
of routines makes turn taking even
easier for children. Routines are a
facilitative context for learning
language” (Hanen).
• Establish regular daily routines
(eg. wake up, bath, dress, eat)
• Routines within activity (eg.
Bathing: wash arms, wash
tummy, wash feet)
• Routines within play (eg.
Bubbles: dip it in, blow, pop pop
pop, do you want more?)

SPARK

Start the same way
Plan the child’s turn
Adjust routine (so
child can take a turn)
Repeat same actions,
sounds, words
Keep the end the
same
Hanen Program

Following Child’s Lead
Observe
Wait

Listen

Hanen Program

Language Learning Environment:
Language Stimulation – 4S approach

Say less

Stress

Go Slow

Show

Hanen Program

Respond: immediately and consistently
Anticipation

4. Child is
reinforced for
the behaviour

1.Child makes
sound,
movement,
action

3. Parent
responds to
the assigned
meaning

2. Parent
assigns
meaning

Cause & effect

Turn taking

In order to observe
child’s behaviours,
parent needs to be
face to face (eye
contact, joint
attention)

A reason to communicate
• Augmented speaker typically exhibits a limited range of communication
functions
• Speaking partner frequently anticipates the needs and wants of the
speaker.
• 150-200 communication opportunities per day to learn
Supporting tips:
• Provide understanding: if individuals are unable to understand speech
alone, we need to provide other avenues for understanding their world.
• First vocab should be highly motivating:
• Pragmatic functions (recurrence, protests, jokes, sharing information)
• Vocabulary for interaction
• Age appropriate vocabulary
• Sabotage routines to create communication opportunities:
• What’s different today?
• Interrupted activities
• Placing items out of reach
• Blocking access
• Giving inappropriate item

A way to communicate
Unaided

Gesture
Facial expression

Informal

Formal

Body language

Aided
Drawing
Photos

Sign language

Writing

Makaton (key
word)

Picture symbols

Speech

Voice output
device

Choosing the right modality
SPEECH

SIGN

SYMBOL

Skills needed

Spontaneous
vocalisation (3s)?
Learn to vocalise on
command?

Imitates movements?
Uses natural gestures?
‘Adequate’ hand skills
Cognition (abstract)??
Physical learner?

Vision?
Pointing (or other
access?)
Visual learner?

Benefits

‘Normal’
Universal
Portable
Sentence building
Free cost

Portable
Free cost

Sentence building?
More widely
understood
Alternative access
options
Can transition to
VOCA

Restrictions

Ability

Most abstract
Communication
partners need to learn

Cost/ replacement
Not always accessible
Needs upgrading

A multi-pronged approach
Children will use the quickest, most effective, and
most accessible means available to communicate:
Speech beats any other AAC system, if it is available
to the child.
• Model speech sounds and create opportunities
for verbal imitation (uh-oh, pop, roar, beep
beep, mmm)
• ALWAYS talk while signing/ using AAC
• Sign for abstract words (more, finished, go)
• Symbols for concrete words

For Pre-Intentional Communicators, the
strategies in the following slides can help
reinforce this cycle
Child is
reinforced
for the
behaviour

Child makes
sound,
movement,
action

Parent
responds to
the assigned
meaning

Parent
assigns
meaning

STRATEGY: Chat books and social aids
• Book about me: information about
the person to share with others
what is important to them. May
include how they communicate,
their family, likes/ dislikes.
• Chat book: includes conversation
starters for everyday interactions.
May include photos of recent
events, tickets/ brochures and
other tangible reminders.
• Community request cards: allow
access to everyday activities like
going shopping, using a bus or
going to the movies.

UP

UA

STRATEGY: Personal communication
dictionary
1. Learn what the child likes
and doesn’t like.
2. Respond to likes/ dislikes
consistently as if
intentional.
3. Develop personal
communication dictionary
so others in the child’s
environment can also
respond in this way.

UP

UA

STRATEGY: Personal communication
dictionary
When I do this…

It means I want ‘more’
Please repeat the activity.

Describe the
movement or
behaviour or
include an
image

Explain what it
means
How to
respond

Sign - Makaton
• Key word signing
• Helps with receptive language: highlights the
important words, slows down parent’s speech
• Can bridge the gap while children are learning speech
• Strategies:
– Choosing highly effective/ cause-effect vocabulary initially
– Choosing relevant vocabulary (more, help, eat, drink,
finish, go, close people’s names, favourite toys etc)
– Simple songs using the signs again and again.
– Books relating to specific vocabulary
– Need for consistency, regular training and resources

STRATEGY: Teaching first meanings ‘more’
Give your baby a small amount of
something they love (better if it is not
a toy).
“Stop”
“Do you want more?”
“Tell me with your ….” (choose
whatever way your baby is currently
communicating. This might be by
looking, smiling, vocalising, sign or
symbol). Show them how (eg smile).
Wait expectantly for your baby to
respond.
If they do anything, tell them “Good
telling me with your smile” and give
them more of the game.
Repeat the routine a number of times
for them to learn what to do.

UA
II

STRATEGY: Teaching choice making
Choice between 2 preferred items
.

Choice between preferred and
non-preferred item
This can be a good way to check
understanding. Try swapping sides.
.

To progress II to SB, you can begin pairing a symbol or word
approximation with the real object.

UA

II

Expanding pragmatic functions
• WHY we communicate
• Expand the range of communication functions
• Improve the complexity of the modality of communication
Response
Crying,
hitting,
smiling

Recurrence
Request

Cessation

Informal
communic
ation (lift
hand, look,
smile)

Intentionally
vocalise

Single
sign or
symbol

Word

Phrase

Sentence

STRATEGY:
Aided Language Stimulation (ALS)
• Language stimulation (ie providing
dynamic, repetitive and generative
language models) accompanied by
aids (facilitator highlights while
communicating verbally).
• Colour coded activity-based
boards with symbols to promote
word combinations.
• Aim is to engineer the child’s
environment so they see symbols
in 80% of activities.

Goosens 1989

SB

SA

STRATEGY ALS Expressive Cuing Hierarchy
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Time delay: wait for child to respond
Non-verbal Contextual Cue: non-verbal signal (via facial expression, gesture, body
posture) performed by the facilitator
~ F looks in the bowl ~
Expectant pause
Indirect Verbal Cue: verbalise sound / indirect word
~ ‘Uhhhh’ pointing at what Billy did ~
Search Light Cue: light scanning over entire board or limited number squares
containing target symbol
Direct Verbal Cue: say something directly related to target symbol (not the actual
word though)
~ ‘Billy forgot something … He forgot to do something with
our cake mix’ ~
Momentary Light Cue: flash torch on the target symbol once or twice to suggest
this as an appropriate comment
Fixed Light Cue: constant light on target symbol
Expansion – after child points to target symbol, facilitator to expand on this (eg.
OPEN  OPEN the CAKE MIX)

STRATEGY: Early word approximations
• Guide for when to work on
early word approximations:
– Does the child understand
cause/ effect, or
requesting?
– Can the child use their
voice?
– Can the child use their
voice on command

UP

UA

Strategies as
previously
described

If no, encourage more verbal
play, imitation of actions and
mouth movements
If no, encourage them to use
their voice in the activity
‘requesting more’

STRATEGY: Early word approximations
• Once the child can vocalise on command, choose
some early word approximations made using a
single plane of movement:
– Which sounds can be approximated in this way?
– Let’s come up with some simple and useful words that
could be taught.
“up” open to closed: /ahp/
“more” closed to open: /mah/
“open” open-closed-open: /upah/
“ball” closed to open: /bah/
AHHH - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - P (up):
open jaw to closed jaw position

STRATEGY: Sabotage the environment
and up the ante
Creating communication opportunities
Asking for something: give your baby part of what they
need, but not everything. For example, give them their
plate, but no food. Wait for them to notice and attempt
to ask.
Telling something is wrong: give your baby the wrong
item to do a task. For example, give them a toothbrush
instead of a spoon for eating. Wait for them to notice
and attempt to tell.
Asking for help: put something your baby wants inside
a jar (with the lid on tight) or out of reach. Wait for
them to ask for help.
Increase your expectation
As your baby learns to regularly ask for ‘more’ by
looking, start to increase your expectation. See if they
can look and smile. Or see if they can look and vocalise.
If your baby can vocalise regularly to make a choice, see
if you can introduce a sound they have to make to ask.
For example, “Ba” for “Ball” or “Ga” for “Car”.

II

SB

STRATEGY: Pragmatically Organised
Dynamic Displays (PODD) https://cpec.org.au/store/podd/

Rather than semantically organised pages (foods, clothes,
vehicles), PODD books are arranged pragmatically (based
on the functions of communication) to promote flexible
and accessible communication.

SB

SA

STRATEGY: Assistive technology
SB
SA

Single/ sequenced message
Static display system

Dedicated communication aid

Native systems (see ISAAC India)

Apps for tablets/ smart phones

Apps for technology
There are an increasing number of apps on the market. Choosing the
right app can be a challenge. Some things to consider:
• Symbol vs word based (need for literacy)
• Whole message vs generative
• What symbols are being used
• Synthesised text to speech vs recorded speech (important to
consider when programming local languages, other than English)
• Degree of customisation and how easy it is to program new page sets
(again, important if modifying to local language)
• Whether you can back up and share communication sets
• Switch access (and other access options)
• Pre-programmed pages: even if you need to record over the English,
this can save a lot of work
• Price vs freely available
Modified from Spectronics Australia website:
http://www.spectronics.com.au/online/profile/spectronics-appraised-aac-apps/

Spectronics APPraised AAC Apps
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Proloquo2Go
Touch Chat
Sonoflex
TapSpeak Sequence
Scene & Heard
SoundingBoard
AutisMate
Verbally (free and
premium versions)

Modified from Spectronics Australia website:
http://www.spectronics.com.au/online/profile/spectronics-appraised-aac-apps/

Spectronics APPraised AAC Apps
Sounding Board
• Free download
• Able to be customised
• Able to record in own
language
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q
9o3Nc4Cc2M&ab_channel=AbleNet

Choosing vocabulary for aided systems
• First vocab should be highly motivating (eg favourite toys, friends, special
places to go)
• Consider pragmatic functions
• recurrence/ non-recurrence
• clarifying an utterance
• expanding an utterance
• protests
• repairing breakdown
• pretend play/ imagination
• jokes
• narratives
• Different word classes (not just nouns, but verbs, adjectives, prepositions,
question words, negatives).
• Feelings and self image
• Vocabulary to support interaction
• I want to do something else
• It’s not on here
• I need to talk to you now!

Choosing symbols for aided systems
• Real objects (real objects, miniature
objects, partial objects, textured symbols)
• Photographs
• Line drawings (e.g. Picture Communication
Symbols (Board Maker), PictureThis,
Rebus, PicSym, Bliss Symbols)
Bubbles

• Orthography (e.g. standard printing,
Morse Code, Braille)

Display and access considerations
DISPLAY
• Word/ phrase/ sentence/ letter display/ context cues
• Think about efficiency, flexibility, client’s syntax skills
• Speed versus precision: allow the user to trial a range of systems to make an
informed choice.
• Number of messages: clothing analogy*
• Alphabet display for initial sound or spelling whole word
ACCESS
• Display issues (e.g. number of messages, size of items, spacing and arrangement
of items, orientation of display, fixed display, dynamic display)
• Direct access (e.g. using finger, thumb, fist, pointer, head pointer, knee/foot
switch (may also be indirect), etc)
• Indirect access (scanning, light pointer, eye gaze, voice recognition, knee/foot
switch (may also be direct), etc)
• Books vs boards (assisting in page turning – page fluffers, tabs, cardboard)
• Colouring: this is not just to make the board ‘pretty’. Use of colour can assist in
speed of access through compartmentalising the board or making the symbol
shapes more prominent (eg leaving symbols white). It can also increase symbol
contrasts which can help with someone with Cortical Visual Impairment.

Enabling communication
Enabling participation
Our aim as communication specialists should be to enable:
• Spontaneous, self-initiated
communication
• Generative communication
• Flexible communication
(different contexts and
different communication
partners)
• Enables a broad range of
communication functions
• Shared conversational turns
with communication
partners

Effectiveness of speech devices
Parent fact sheets: Cerebral Palsy Alliance
Limited to single case studies
• Enhanced development of early language and
literacy of a preschool child with spastic
quadriplegia (Mathisen et al 2009)
• Improved expressive communication and social
interaction with peers in the school setting for a
child with athetosis (Mathisen et al 2009).
• Increased ability to communicate needs and
wants, and to communicate with unfamiliar
people for a 3 year old child with CP (ThomasStonell et al 2015)

Communication Partner Training
Parent fact sheets: Cerebral Palsy Alliance
• Communication partner training is an essential part of
implementing AAC
• Moderate quality evidence shows this is effective for
teaching skills to improve child interactions, particularly
when systematically implemented
– Increased initiation of communication
– Increased number of interactions

• Strategies may include:
–
–
–
–

AAC availability and positioning
Communication opportunities
Turn taking and waiting
Modelling AAC use to the augmented communicator

Kent-Walsh 2015, Douglas 2013, Binger 2010, Carter 1998, Kent-Walsh 2010, Ogletree
2016, Light 1992 – references included in https://cerebralpalsy.org.au/our-

research/about-cerebral-palsy/interventions-and-therapies/speechgenerating-devices-for-children-with-cerebral-palsy/

Writing goals/ treatment targets with
the Triple C
Frequency/ consistency of communication partner
response
Access/ frequency of use of communication aids
Range/ type of communication partners
Number/ frequency of pragmatic functions
Frequency of sabotage routines
Initiation of communication vs responding
Number of word combinations
Level of support for use of AAC (eg cuing hierarchy)
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